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1. INTRODUCTION 4 RESULTS AND SUMMARY.
Lightning is well known to be a major source of tropospheric NOx, and in most cases is the dominant natural source
(Huntreiser et al 1998, Jourdain and Hauglustaine 2001). Production of NOx by a segment of a lightning channel is a
function of channel segment energy density and channel segment altitude. A first estimate of NOx production by a
lightning flash can be found by multiplying production per segment [typically 104 J/m; Hill (1979)] by the total length
of the flash’s channel. The purpose of this study is to determine average channel length for lightning flashes near
NALMA in 2008, and to compare average channel length of ground flashes to the average channel length of cloud
flashes.
The average channel length of 5.5 km compares favorably with Uman’s (1984) estimate of 5 km, as well as Rakov and 
Uman’s (2003) estimate of 7 km, the latter referring specifically to Florida lightning.
2. METHODOLOGY
Raw VHF source data is obtained from NALMA. The VHF signals are then grouped into flashes using McCaul et al’s
(2009) clustering algorithm. Flashes defined by less than 100 VHF sources were removed, thus eliminating so-called
“singleton events” that consist of a single, isolated VHF source. Furthermore, flashes occurring more than 120 km
from the centroid of NALMA were also removed, to eliminate range errors. In order to help eliminate spurious noise
from non-lightning sources, to help remove VHF lightning sources that are not located on the channel (i.e., lower
amplitude sources that fall well outside the physical channel), and to avoid large overestimates in the channel length
computation a 16 dBW minimum power constraint was placed on signals read into the program. Once all of these
filters are applied the algorithm connects each source with its nearest neighbor in three dimensional space beginning, - ,
at the highest altitude source. Figure 4: Histogram of flashes in 2008. A total of 9679 flashes met the criteria for number of sources and proximity to the NALMA
centroid. A distribution of channel lengths from several storms is intended to replace the “one size fits all” channel length used in
CMAQ’s lightning NOx calculations.
3. ERROR SOURCES
1. The VHF sources themselves are associated with position errors as a function of distance from the LMA
network. These errors are characterized in Koshak et al (2004), and are minimized by only counting flashes within 120
km of the centroid of the LMA network.
2 The program only looks at flashes defined by at least 100 VHF sources This would have the effect of excluding
Figure 1: A lightning flash with all VHF sources displayed (left), and the same flash with only sources above 16 dBW displayed (right).  Filtering out the 
low power signals allows the location of the main lightning channel to be more accurately displayed and measured.
Figure 5: The distribution of ground flash channel lengths (left) and cloud flash channel lengths (right). Cloud flash lightning occurs more
frequently, while on average ground flashes are greater in length.
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